
Editor’s note: The first issue of IMCA Case Study Connections, “Mostly Brick”, introduced the fictitious Colossal Pension Fund, 
which had experienced dramatic drops during 2008 resulting in staggering penalties. Seeking to get to the root of how this pension 
fund had failed, Colossal hired Deep as its chief financial officer and he began his role as a change agent by interviewing the 
fund’s consultant. Through his discussions with the consultant and the investment committee, Deep began to delve into Colossal’s 
governance structure, asset allocation, manager performance, reporting, and possible solutions to avoid such losses in the future.  
 The story continues with the newest issue of Case Study Connections entitled “Not Yet a Bonfire.” Colossal has replaced the 
fund’s consultant and, along with Deep, the new consultant seeks to identify what went awry in 2008 and thus change Colossal’s 
course moving forward.
   IMCA’s Case Study Connections is a bi-annual publication created to generate thought-provoking discussion among IMCA 
members and is released via IMCA’s LinkedIn community. If you are an IMCA member, you may download the most recent issue 
of Case Study Connections, “Not Yet a Bonfire”, by logging into this online community at www.linkedin.com/e/gis/1620107.

Well, I’m surprised. Pleasantly surprised. We’re making 
progress. I mentioned earlier that the governance house of Co-
lossal’s pension fund seemed to be mostly brick, but evidently 
contained enough straw for it to be blown away by the big bad 
wolf of 2008. We’ve located some of the straw—and lit it. It’s 
not yet a bonfire, and we’ve replaced some with brick. That’s 
satisfying.
 And as I guessed, the process has not been straightforward.
One big change proved to be less troublesome than all of us 
anticipated.

New Consultant

W e quickly replaced Ms. Goode and her firm as con-
sultants. Now we have Rob Crewe, the assigned 
consultant from another big-name consulting 

firm, supported by a team of SMEs (subject matter experts; 
they speak in acronyms). It remains to be seen how much 
we’ll see of the SMEs, but together they made a pretty picture 
and spoke well and reassuringly at a presentation to our in-
vestment committee (IC). That, along with their good fortune 
that a market recovery had relieved some of the IC’s anxieties, 
got them hired.

No, I’m being cynical. Crewe did his homework and 
showed that he understood our plan, why we were angry, and 
the issues that were worrying and scaring us. Yes, the IC felt, 
we can already feel the comfort that he brings. But I’m glad to 
say that he brings more than just good chemistry. He brings 
some substance, too.

Governance Structure and Organization

Our chief executive officer (CEO) has stepped up to the 
plate as never before. He hadn’t taken his role as the IC chair 
very seriously. Yes, he was the chair, but he pretty much let 
the chief financial officer (CFO) lead the way. Evidently the 
chairman of the board’s rant at the special board meeting got 
to him. He then took command in an understated but no-
nonsense way.

He talked with the chairman first, displaying a previously 
unseen flair for psychology. He never even mentioned the 
rant. He simply thanked the chairman for opening his eyes 
to the fact that the pension fund was in effect (like it or not) 
a dominant line of business for Colossal and should be run 
as such. He promised a plan of action that would treat it as a 
business, would reduce the risk exposure, and would be re-
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flected in monthly reports that used a familiar business style.
The CEO then summoned the CFO, Crewe, and me and 

issued the following instructions: Find a way to reflect the 
position of the pension fund in familiar corporate accounting 
terms: balance sheet, profit and loss (P&L), cash flow, and so 
on. “Don’t argue about measurement, just get it done,” he said. 
“It won’t be perfect the first time around, but having some-
thing reasonably defensible is fine. We’ll improve it as we go 
along.”

Preparing this report was easy. But now we could see 
the pension fund in a corporate financial perspective, and all 
sorts of things became apparent. The size of the risk. The na-
ture of the risk. How little we had control over. The inadequa-
cy of the resources devoted to what was Colossal’s dominant 
line of business. And that was just the start.

Investment Committee Retreat
The CEO took another bold step and convened a daylong 
education retreat for the IC. Every member of the IC needed 
to understand the corporate financial perspective, to own it. 
The CEO made Crewe responsible for the retreat. “I don’t 
want it couched in traditional investment and actuarial lingo,” 
he ordered. “You have the good luck that we’ve had a shock 
and our eyes have been opened. Put good stuff in front of 
those open eyes. Disraeli said that there’s no education like 
adversity, and we’ve had that. But it’s only half of what we 
need. Now complete the other half, and educate us about how 
we can run this pension business better. And don’t go off in 
some esoteric direction.” 

Yes, sir!
The retreat was a success. But nothing went smoothly. By 

the end of the day everyone agreed that we wished we had 
done this before the meltdown. 

Crewe began the retreat with the “Are you ready for 
change?” cheer. Then he promised to show the IC members 
the difference that changes would have made in the fiasco’s 
outcome.

A business line manager on the IC protested. “What’s the 
point?” she said. “It’ll just be fighting the last battle.”

Crewe responded: “The approach will be forward-look-
ing, designed for the next battle. It may add to your confi-
dence to see what would have happened in the last one.”

Crewe tried then to prompt some examination of where 
the last battle went wrong. He got dubious looks all round. Re-
flection and confession weren’t going to work with this bunch.

“OK, tell me this: What were you trying to achieve?”
That broke the ice. Little by little, tentatively at first, 

then faster as IC members started to disagree, some an-
swers emerged. And that in itself was revealing, because it 
suggested that we had too many goals. We wanted to keep 
the benefits fully funded. But we also wanted to minimize 
costs. And outperform our peers. And use state-of-the-art  
accounting measures. And there were goals associated 

with the accounting measures. And the inevitable “no 
surprises.” 

Forced to pick one goal, the IC ended up where it had 
started, at the funded ratio. Crewe reminded the IC members 
that the funded ratio also was the number-one goal in the 
investment policy statement.

“Yet you ignored it and consistently focused on asset per-
formance only,” he admonished. “Then you blamed poor as-
set performance. Perhaps if you had focused explicitly on the 
funded ratio, you might have done things a lot differently.” 

Risk

With some prodding, the IC identified a few more types of 
risk than previously had been considered. It now was clear 
that risk arose from mismatched assets and liabilities, so we 
first identified parts of the asset structure that didn’t match 
liabilities. Inflation risk, interest rate risk, and longevity risk all 
got reviewed, and so did the holding of equities, which didn’t 
match any of the liabilities. Followed by manager selection risk 
(relates to proper due diligence on the manager) and active 
management risk (relates to manager underperformance). We 
wearily started down the path of implementation going awry, 
the operational risk, and then came an explosion. “For heaven’s 
sake, what’s the point of all this?” cried an IC member. “The 
more kinds of risk we identify the less chance we have of leav-
ing here at the end of the day with a solution!”

“Fair enough,” allowed Crewe. “Let’s just say there’s anoth-
er lesson here. Risk is multi-dimensional, and it’s not just one 
number.” Then he called for a 10-minute break.

Risk Budget

After the break we were arguing again in no time, and two 
more lessons emerged. First, we realized there’s a difference 
between how much financial risk we could afford to take 
(risk capacity) and how much risk we wanted to take (risk at-
titude). Second, we learned that two completely different con-
sequences result when risk-taking goes wrong: financial loss 
and reputational loss. How we weigh these four aspects in the 
balance describes our risk tolerance. We’d never considered 
them explicitly, but our decisions revealed our preferences. 

Rightly or wrongly, we resolved to focus on the financial 
side. The CFO presented the IC with the reporting framework 
he had designed for the board. Crewe then superimposed it 
on the fund’s position on January 1, 2008, and its position on 
January 1, 2009, and we all saw how the P&L for 2008 went so 
spectacularly wrong. This was stuff the business line manag-
ers could sink their teeth into. (“Why didn’t we get this sort of 
thing before?” they demanded. Crewe: “That’s one of the les-
sons we’ve learned. You can see right away how it might have 
helped in the last battle to have had this information month by 
month. It’s obviously a tool you’ll want for the next battle.”)

The CFO then showed the integrated financial state-
ments, which consisted of business lines plus the defined ben-

efit plan, and that, too, was revealing. The CFO and Crewe 
together had prepared some “what ifs,” and the IC devoured 
them and demanded more. One huge and obvious conclusion 
emerged: The amount of risk required to generate the reward 
that controlled costs was too large for the main operations to 
bear. This led to conclusions that a) benefit levels and desired 
costs were incompatible and b) we never want to take that 
much risk again, even if it meant higher contributions.

But the asset-liability simulations had illustrated these 
trade-offs. The risks, however, were bigger than anybody 
anticipated. (This was a general observation by now; we knew 
it wasn’t just our own forecasting model that got everything 
wrong.) And the asset-liability simulations had been pre-
sented to the IC with extreme brevity and with an actuarial 
and investment slant, whereas these new numbers were in a 
language that the business line managers understood inside-
out. The IC would understand this new translation of risk 
impact and really own the asset strategy, and the goal of the 
new asset strategy would be to reduce risk.

Crewe suggested that we consider resolving to reduce 
risk over the long term, but not yet (why lock in the losses?). 
The best approach may be to reduce risk gradually, taking 
risk off the table as the funded ratio rose to specified levels.

When we went to lunch the group was satisfied that it had 
achieved a deeper understanding of the situation, a direction, 
and a monthly report that enabled them to really monitor 
what was happening. (I hate to think how the day would have 
unraveled if we hadn’t made a breakthrough before lunch.)

Crewe promised we’d get into the nitty-gritty, the model-
ing, the numbers, after lunch.

Everyone acknowledged that models are inadequate, 
but in the absence of a crystal ball they’re the best we’ve got. 
(With a crystal ball there’s no such thing as risk anyway.) We 
wrote down the  forms of risk we believed were likely to be 
rewarded, over the long term, simply by taking them, and it 
became part of our investment policy statement. 

Risk Management

A focus on risk management—an investment cornerstone—
also became part of the investment policy. The rewards for 
systematic risk were completely beyond our control (other 
than the relatively small amount we hoped to get from active 
management). All we could do was decide how much risk we 
could tolerate. 

By now we were eager to look at risk measures, but it led 
to disappointment. Crewe and I expected this. Risk measure-
ment systems are expensive. Money managers pay up for 
them because the systems are so helpful, because the manag-
ers are fiduciaries, and because they can afford to. Sponsors 
are fiduciaries too, but they can’t afford risk measurement 
systems. IC members asked, “Can’t we just get the risk 
measures on our own portfolios from our money managers 
and add them up?” No, came the answer. Different managers 

use different systems, and adding them up requires a custom 
interface, which is also very expensive.  

Crewe showed us what “big picture” risk measures look 
like, the sort of strategic risks we had identified earlier: infla-
tion risk, interest rate risk, equity risk, longevity risk. Those 
were fascinating. So too were the stress tests and scenario 
projections. The IC was chomping at the bit. The idea of not 
building a set of bottom-up, holdings-based risk measures to 
complement top-down strategic measures because we didn’t 
have the budget for it was tough for the IC to swallow.

Then the CEO intervened. “You’re right, we really do need 
those measures. Not just for curiosity, but because we need 
tools to run this very important line of business. The new 
reality, that this is a line of business, needs to permeate our 
thinking. The size of the business justifies creating a budget for 
tools of this sort. So let’s take a look at what’s available and at 
what cost.” And so the CFO and I had an assignment to inves-
tigate risk systems, with Crewe to do some legwork for us.

Process

After another break Crewe led us into the final session where 
he planned to focus on process. He introduced this via a 
Harvard Business Review article (Stulz 2009) that listed the 
following six ways that companies mismanage risk: 
1. relying on historical data
2. focusing on narrow measures
3. overlooking knowable risks
4. overlooking concealed risks
5. failing to communicate
6. not managing in real time

Crewe suggested that, with our new insights, we ought 
to be able to identify whether or not our previous processes 
had succumbed to each of these sorts of failure—and whether 
(and how) our new determination would protect us.

We had relied on historical data. And we would again, 
perhaps with better data following the financial crisis. But 
what else is there besides historical data? In the past, however, 
our measures all looked backward; our quarterly reviews 
measured backward-looking performance, backward-looking 
tracking error, and so on. No one ever asked: What are 
forward-looking risk measures? Are they too high? If so, what 
should we do to rein them in? So we knew we’d taken risk, 
and we knew how much, but we never asked how much risk 
still was embedded in the portfolio. 

The CFO’s new integrated financial statements were still 
backward-looking. This just made the CEO’s imaginative 
rationale for investigating forward-looking risk systems more 
significant.

We had focused on narrow measures. Our focus had 
gotten so narrow that we hadn’t even paid attention to the 
one measure (funded ratio) that the IC had deemed most 
important. We could resolve this with a reporting dashboard 
that had the appropriate focus. Surprisingly the IC now 

assumed that the old quarterly reports, with their focus on 
peer-relative performance, were an anachronism.

We had overlooked knowable risks. In spades. The 
new dashboard should report on the continuing extent of all 
the identified strategic risks as well as the targeted bottom-up 
holdings-based risk measures.

We might have overlooked concealed risks. This cat-
egory is like Donald Rumsfeld’s “unknown unknowns.” Being 
aware of the state of the art was the best we could do. 

We had failed to communicate. Oh my, how we’d failed. 
This session was the first real communication within the 
group, and we were making discoveries about our attitudes 
that surprised us. An annual retreat should become part of 
the agenda. And the CEO and the chairman needed to regu-
larly discuss the pension fund, too.

We hadn’t managed in real time. My staff and I re-
solved that if we ever felt that events were moving too rapidly, 
the CFO, Crewe, and I should quickly assess the situation and 
convene an emergency IC conference call if necessary.  

Then the strangest thing happened. A side conversation 
between a business line manager and the human resources (HR) 
chief heated up and attracted everybody’s attention. The HR 
chief complained that too much importance was being placed 
on obviously imperfect tools, and the business line manager (an 
impatient and numerate man) was pooh-poohing the HR chief ’s 
faith in process. The tools-versus-process debate suddenly got 
personal. Others joined in, and the IC split down the middle. 
“Tools are better than process.” “Process is more reliable than 
tools.” “Good process doesn’t guarantee good results.” It was 
like being on a playground. Our new chief psychologist, the 
CEO, halted the row. “You know, it doesn’t have to be one or the 
other,” he said. “We’re fortunate enough to have both.”

And so ended the retreat on a discordant but progressive 
note. 

Conclusion
Where does all of this leave me? With a few things to do and 
a few new concerns (which are preferable to the old ones).
1. Set up an asset allocation session for the IC as soon as 

possible. This group now is ready to own the decision, not 
just rubber-stamp a recommendation.

2. Start investigating risk measurement systems.
3. Understand the CFO’s integrated financial statements 

inside-out.
4. Have Crewe mock-up a reporting dashboard that we can 

take to the CFO, then the CEO.
5. Get Crewe to draft the IC’s belief statements about 

risk for the investment policy statement. These belief 
statements will identify the risks that should lead fairly 
automatically to long-term rewards as well as the risks 
that aren’t expected to bring rewards and should be 
closely managed and/or eliminated. Also active manage-
ment: Why do we think we in particular can add value, 

when the average fund doesn’t? Can we test whether our 
beliefs are defensible? (I’m a bit nervous about this last 
bit, I admit.)

6. With the new mantra that risk control is paramount, should 
my staff and I anticipate possible new ways of measuring our 
contribution? And what does that mean for our remuneration?

7. Despite the fact that we all now are saluting the funded ra-
tio as our dominant measure, I’m uneasy. What’s our GPS 
or benchmark for success? Is there a measure, given that 
we’re really traveling to an unknown destination in an in-
definite time frame? And how do we know if we’re on the 
right path? Time to stop. I’m becoming too philosophical. 
Yet even that great philosopher Yogi Berra hinted at this 
quandary when he said, in his inimitable way, “You’ve got 
to be very careful if you don’t know where you’re going, 
because you might not get there.” Indeed! 

Questions for Study and Discussion
1. For what proportion of companies, do you think, does 

the defined benefit fund constitute a major operating 
division? How big is it for your company? What measures 
would you use to assess its significance? If it isn’t a major 
operating division for you, how would that affect your 
attitude and your decisions?

2. Colossal’s IC didn’t follow up on the fact that supporting 
their benefits called for more risk than the company could 
afford. How would you deal with that situation? What’s 
the appropriate forum for that sort of discussion? Which 
parties would want to be involved in finding a solution? 

3. What kinds of things going wrong would lead to repu-
tational risk? What sorts of actions might guard against 
that risk? How would they interact with actions to control 
financial risk?

4. How would you decide how much of each type of risk is 
acceptable? What part does active management risk play 
in this?

5. How do you think active managers should be compen-
sated? Should measures be risk-adjusted?
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flected in monthly reports that used a familiar business style.
The CEO then summoned the CFO, Crewe, and me and 

issued the following instructions: Find a way to reflect the 
position of the pension fund in familiar corporate accounting 
terms: balance sheet, profit and loss (P&L), cash flow, and so 
on. “Don’t argue about measurement, just get it done,” he said. 
“It won’t be perfect the first time around, but having some-
thing reasonably defensible is fine. We’ll improve it as we go 
along.”

Preparing this report was easy. But now we could see 
the pension fund in a corporate financial perspective, and all 
sorts of things became apparent. The size of the risk. The na-
ture of the risk. How little we had control over. The inadequa-
cy of the resources devoted to what was Colossal’s dominant 
line of business. And that was just the start.

Investment Committee Retreat
The CEO took another bold step and convened a daylong 
education retreat for the IC. Every member of the IC needed 
to understand the corporate financial perspective, to own it. 
The CEO made Crewe responsible for the retreat. “I don’t 
want it couched in traditional investment and actuarial lingo,” 
he ordered. “You have the good luck that we’ve had a shock 
and our eyes have been opened. Put good stuff in front of 
those open eyes. Disraeli said that there’s no education like 
adversity, and we’ve had that. But it’s only half of what we 
need. Now complete the other half, and educate us about how 
we can run this pension business better. And don’t go off in 
some esoteric direction.” 

Yes, sir!
The retreat was a success. But nothing went smoothly. By 

the end of the day everyone agreed that we wished we had 
done this before the meltdown. 

Crewe began the retreat with the “Are you ready for 
change?” cheer. Then he promised to show the IC members 
the difference that changes would have made in the fiasco’s 
outcome.

A business line manager on the IC protested. “What’s the 
point?” she said. “It’ll just be fighting the last battle.”

Crewe responded: “The approach will be forward-look-
ing, designed for the next battle. It may add to your confi-
dence to see what would have happened in the last one.”

Crewe tried then to prompt some examination of where 
the last battle went wrong. He got dubious looks all round. Re-
flection and confession weren’t going to work with this bunch.

“OK, tell me this: What were you trying to achieve?”
That broke the ice. Little by little, tentatively at first, 

then faster as IC members started to disagree, some an-
swers emerged. And that in itself was revealing, because it 
suggested that we had too many goals. We wanted to keep 
the benefits fully funded. But we also wanted to minimize 
costs. And outperform our peers. And use state-of-the-art  
accounting measures. And there were goals associated 

with the accounting measures. And the inevitable “no 
surprises.” 

Forced to pick one goal, the IC ended up where it had 
started, at the funded ratio. Crewe reminded the IC members 
that the funded ratio also was the number-one goal in the 
investment policy statement.

“Yet you ignored it and consistently focused on asset per-
formance only,” he admonished. “Then you blamed poor as-
set performance. Perhaps if you had focused explicitly on the 
funded ratio, you might have done things a lot differently.” 

Risk

With some prodding, the IC identified a few more types of 
risk than previously had been considered. It now was clear 
that risk arose from mismatched assets and liabilities, so we 
first identified parts of the asset structure that didn’t match 
liabilities. Inflation risk, interest rate risk, and longevity risk all 
got reviewed, and so did the holding of equities, which didn’t 
match any of the liabilities. Followed by manager selection risk 
(relates to proper due diligence on the manager) and active 
management risk (relates to manager underperformance). We 
wearily started down the path of implementation going awry, 
the operational risk, and then came an explosion. “For heaven’s 
sake, what’s the point of all this?” cried an IC member. “The 
more kinds of risk we identify the less chance we have of leav-
ing here at the end of the day with a solution!”

“Fair enough,” allowed Crewe. “Let’s just say there’s anoth-
er lesson here. Risk is multi-dimensional, and it’s not just one 
number.” Then he called for a 10-minute break.

Risk Budget

After the break we were arguing again in no time, and two 
more lessons emerged. First, we realized there’s a difference 
between how much financial risk we could afford to take 
(risk capacity) and how much risk we wanted to take (risk at-
titude). Second, we learned that two completely different con-
sequences result when risk-taking goes wrong: financial loss 
and reputational loss. How we weigh these four aspects in the 
balance describes our risk tolerance. We’d never considered 
them explicitly, but our decisions revealed our preferences. 

Rightly or wrongly, we resolved to focus on the financial 
side. The CFO presented the IC with the reporting framework 
he had designed for the board. Crewe then superimposed it 
on the fund’s position on January 1, 2008, and its position on 
January 1, 2009, and we all saw how the P&L for 2008 went so 
spectacularly wrong. This was stuff the business line manag-
ers could sink their teeth into. (“Why didn’t we get this sort of 
thing before?” they demanded. Crewe: “That’s one of the les-
sons we’ve learned. You can see right away how it might have 
helped in the last battle to have had this information month by 
month. It’s obviously a tool you’ll want for the next battle.”)

The CFO then showed the integrated financial state-
ments, which consisted of business lines plus the defined ben-

efit plan, and that, too, was revealing. The CFO and Crewe 
together had prepared some “what ifs,” and the IC devoured 
them and demanded more. One huge and obvious conclusion 
emerged: The amount of risk required to generate the reward 
that controlled costs was too large for the main operations to 
bear. This led to conclusions that a) benefit levels and desired 
costs were incompatible and b) we never want to take that 
much risk again, even if it meant higher contributions.

But the asset-liability simulations had illustrated these 
trade-offs. The risks, however, were bigger than anybody 
anticipated. (This was a general observation by now; we knew 
it wasn’t just our own forecasting model that got everything 
wrong.) And the asset-liability simulations had been pre-
sented to the IC with extreme brevity and with an actuarial 
and investment slant, whereas these new numbers were in a 
language that the business line managers understood inside-
out. The IC would understand this new translation of risk 
impact and really own the asset strategy, and the goal of the 
new asset strategy would be to reduce risk.

Crewe suggested that we consider resolving to reduce 
risk over the long term, but not yet (why lock in the losses?). 
The best approach may be to reduce risk gradually, taking 
risk off the table as the funded ratio rose to specified levels.

When we went to lunch the group was satisfied that it had 
achieved a deeper understanding of the situation, a direction, 
and a monthly report that enabled them to really monitor 
what was happening. (I hate to think how the day would have 
unraveled if we hadn’t made a breakthrough before lunch.)

Crewe promised we’d get into the nitty-gritty, the model-
ing, the numbers, after lunch.

Everyone acknowledged that models are inadequate, 
but in the absence of a crystal ball they’re the best we’ve got. 
(With a crystal ball there’s no such thing as risk anyway.) We 
wrote down the  forms of risk we believed were likely to be 
rewarded, over the long term, simply by taking them, and it 
became part of our investment policy statement. 

Risk Management

A focus on risk management—an investment cornerstone—
also became part of the investment policy. The rewards for 
systematic risk were completely beyond our control (other 
than the relatively small amount we hoped to get from active 
management). All we could do was decide how much risk we 
could tolerate. 

By now we were eager to look at risk measures, but it led 
to disappointment. Crewe and I expected this. Risk measure-
ment systems are expensive. Money managers pay up for 
them because the systems are so helpful, because the manag-
ers are fiduciaries, and because they can afford to. Sponsors 
are fiduciaries too, but they can’t afford risk measurement 
systems. IC members asked, “Can’t we just get the risk 
measures on our own portfolios from our money managers 
and add them up?” No, came the answer. Different managers 

use different systems, and adding them up requires a custom 
interface, which is also very expensive.  

Crewe showed us what “big picture” risk measures look 
like, the sort of strategic risks we had identified earlier: infla-
tion risk, interest rate risk, equity risk, longevity risk. Those 
were fascinating. So too were the stress tests and scenario 
projections. The IC was chomping at the bit. The idea of not 
building a set of bottom-up, holdings-based risk measures to 
complement top-down strategic measures because we didn’t 
have the budget for it was tough for the IC to swallow.

Then the CEO intervened. “You’re right, we really do need 
those measures. Not just for curiosity, but because we need 
tools to run this very important line of business. The new 
reality, that this is a line of business, needs to permeate our 
thinking. The size of the business justifies creating a budget for 
tools of this sort. So let’s take a look at what’s available and at 
what cost.” And so the CFO and I had an assignment to inves-
tigate risk systems, with Crewe to do some legwork for us.

Process

After another break Crewe led us into the final session where 
he planned to focus on process. He introduced this via a 
Harvard Business Review article (Stulz 2009) that listed the 
following six ways that companies mismanage risk: 
1. relying on historical data
2. focusing on narrow measures
3. overlooking knowable risks
4. overlooking concealed risks
5. failing to communicate
6. not managing in real time

Crewe suggested that, with our new insights, we ought 
to be able to identify whether or not our previous processes 
had succumbed to each of these sorts of failure—and whether 
(and how) our new determination would protect us.

We had relied on historical data. And we would again, 
perhaps with better data following the financial crisis. But 
what else is there besides historical data? In the past, however, 
our measures all looked backward; our quarterly reviews 
measured backward-looking performance, backward-looking 
tracking error, and so on. No one ever asked: What are 
forward-looking risk measures? Are they too high? If so, what 
should we do to rein them in? So we knew we’d taken risk, 
and we knew how much, but we never asked how much risk 
still was embedded in the portfolio. 

The CFO’s new integrated financial statements were still 
backward-looking. This just made the CEO’s imaginative 
rationale for investigating forward-looking risk systems more 
significant.

We had focused on narrow measures. Our focus had 
gotten so narrow that we hadn’t even paid attention to the 
one measure (funded ratio) that the IC had deemed most 
important. We could resolve this with a reporting dashboard 
that had the appropriate focus. Surprisingly the IC now 

assumed that the old quarterly reports, with their focus on 
peer-relative performance, were an anachronism.

We had overlooked knowable risks. In spades. The 
new dashboard should report on the continuing extent of all 
the identified strategic risks as well as the targeted bottom-up 
holdings-based risk measures.

We might have overlooked concealed risks. This cat-
egory is like Donald Rumsfeld’s “unknown unknowns.” Being 
aware of the state of the art was the best we could do. 

We had failed to communicate. Oh my, how we’d failed. 
This session was the first real communication within the 
group, and we were making discoveries about our attitudes 
that surprised us. An annual retreat should become part of 
the agenda. And the CEO and the chairman needed to regu-
larly discuss the pension fund, too.

We hadn’t managed in real time. My staff and I re-
solved that if we ever felt that events were moving too rapidly, 
the CFO, Crewe, and I should quickly assess the situation and 
convene an emergency IC conference call if necessary.  

Then the strangest thing happened. A side conversation 
between a business line manager and the human resources (HR) 
chief heated up and attracted everybody’s attention. The HR 
chief complained that too much importance was being placed 
on obviously imperfect tools, and the business line manager (an 
impatient and numerate man) was pooh-poohing the HR chief ’s 
faith in process. The tools-versus-process debate suddenly got 
personal. Others joined in, and the IC split down the middle. 
“Tools are better than process.” “Process is more reliable than 
tools.” “Good process doesn’t guarantee good results.” It was 
like being on a playground. Our new chief psychologist, the 
CEO, halted the row. “You know, it doesn’t have to be one or the 
other,” he said. “We’re fortunate enough to have both.”

And so ended the retreat on a discordant but progressive 
note. 

Conclusion
Where does all of this leave me? With a few things to do and 
a few new concerns (which are preferable to the old ones).
1. Set up an asset allocation session for the IC as soon as 

possible. This group now is ready to own the decision, not 
just rubber-stamp a recommendation.

2. Start investigating risk measurement systems.
3. Understand the CFO’s integrated financial statements 

inside-out.
4. Have Crewe mock-up a reporting dashboard that we can 

take to the CFO, then the CEO.
5. Get Crewe to draft the IC’s belief statements about 

risk for the investment policy statement. These belief 
statements will identify the risks that should lead fairly 
automatically to long-term rewards as well as the risks 
that aren’t expected to bring rewards and should be 
closely managed and/or eliminated. Also active manage-
ment: Why do we think we in particular can add value, 

when the average fund doesn’t? Can we test whether our 
beliefs are defensible? (I’m a bit nervous about this last 
bit, I admit.)

6. With the new mantra that risk control is paramount, should 
my staff and I anticipate possible new ways of measuring our 
contribution? And what does that mean for our remuneration?

7. Despite the fact that we all now are saluting the funded ra-
tio as our dominant measure, I’m uneasy. What’s our GPS 
or benchmark for success? Is there a measure, given that 
we’re really traveling to an unknown destination in an in-
definite time frame? And how do we know if we’re on the 
right path? Time to stop. I’m becoming too philosophical. 
Yet even that great philosopher Yogi Berra hinted at this 
quandary when he said, in his inimitable way, “You’ve got 
to be very careful if you don’t know where you’re going, 
because you might not get there.” Indeed! 

Questions for Study and Discussion
1. For what proportion of companies, do you think, does 

the defined benefit fund constitute a major operating 
division? How big is it for your company? What measures 
would you use to assess its significance? If it isn’t a major 
operating division for you, how would that affect your 
attitude and your decisions?

2. Colossal’s IC didn’t follow up on the fact that supporting 
their benefits called for more risk than the company could 
afford. How would you deal with that situation? What’s 
the appropriate forum for that sort of discussion? Which 
parties would want to be involved in finding a solution? 

3. What kinds of things going wrong would lead to repu-
tational risk? What sorts of actions might guard against 
that risk? How would they interact with actions to control 
financial risk?

4. How would you decide how much of each type of risk is 
acceptable? What part does active management risk play 
in this?

5. How do you think active managers should be compen-
sated? Should measures be risk-adjusted?
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flected in monthly reports that used a familiar business style.
The CEO then summoned the CFO, Crewe, and me and 

issued the following instructions: Find a way to reflect the 
position of the pension fund in familiar corporate accounting 
terms: balance sheet, profit and loss (P&L), cash flow, and so 
on. “Don’t argue about measurement, just get it done,” he said. 
“It won’t be perfect the first time around, but having some-
thing reasonably defensible is fine. We’ll improve it as we go 
along.”

Preparing this report was easy. But now we could see 
the pension fund in a corporate financial perspective, and all 
sorts of things became apparent. The size of the risk. The na-
ture of the risk. How little we had control over. The inadequa-
cy of the resources devoted to what was Colossal’s dominant 
line of business. And that was just the start.

Investment Committee Retreat
The CEO took another bold step and convened a daylong 
education retreat for the IC. Every member of the IC needed 
to understand the corporate financial perspective, to own it. 
The CEO made Crewe responsible for the retreat. “I don’t 
want it couched in traditional investment and actuarial lingo,” 
he ordered. “You have the good luck that we’ve had a shock 
and our eyes have been opened. Put good stuff in front of 
those open eyes. Disraeli said that there’s no education like 
adversity, and we’ve had that. But it’s only half of what we 
need. Now complete the other half, and educate us about how 
we can run this pension business better. And don’t go off in 
some esoteric direction.” 

Yes, sir!
The retreat was a success. But nothing went smoothly. By 

the end of the day everyone agreed that we wished we had 
done this before the meltdown. 

Crewe began the retreat with the “Are you ready for 
change?” cheer. Then he promised to show the IC members 
the difference that changes would have made in the fiasco’s 
outcome.

A business line manager on the IC protested. “What’s the 
point?” she said. “It’ll just be fighting the last battle.”

Crewe responded: “The approach will be forward-look-
ing, designed for the next battle. It may add to your confi-
dence to see what would have happened in the last one.”

Crewe tried then to prompt some examination of where 
the last battle went wrong. He got dubious looks all round. Re-
flection and confession weren’t going to work with this bunch.

“OK, tell me this: What were you trying to achieve?”
That broke the ice. Little by little, tentatively at first, 

then faster as IC members started to disagree, some an-
swers emerged. And that in itself was revealing, because it 
suggested that we had too many goals. We wanted to keep 
the benefits fully funded. But we also wanted to minimize 
costs. And outperform our peers. And use state-of-the-art  
accounting measures. And there were goals associated 

with the accounting measures. And the inevitable “no 
surprises.” 

Forced to pick one goal, the IC ended up where it had 
started, at the funded ratio. Crewe reminded the IC members 
that the funded ratio also was the number-one goal in the 
investment policy statement.

“Yet you ignored it and consistently focused on asset per-
formance only,” he admonished. “Then you blamed poor as-
set performance. Perhaps if you had focused explicitly on the 
funded ratio, you might have done things a lot differently.” 

Risk

With some prodding, the IC identified a few more types of 
risk than previously had been considered. It now was clear 
that risk arose from mismatched assets and liabilities, so we 
first identified parts of the asset structure that didn’t match 
liabilities. Inflation risk, interest rate risk, and longevity risk all 
got reviewed, and so did the holding of equities, which didn’t 
match any of the liabilities. Followed by manager selection risk 
(relates to proper due diligence on the manager) and active 
management risk (relates to manager underperformance). We 
wearily started down the path of implementation going awry, 
the operational risk, and then came an explosion. “For heaven’s 
sake, what’s the point of all this?” cried an IC member. “The 
more kinds of risk we identify the less chance we have of leav-
ing here at the end of the day with a solution!”

“Fair enough,” allowed Crewe. “Let’s just say there’s anoth-
er lesson here. Risk is multi-dimensional, and it’s not just one 
number.” Then he called for a 10-minute break.

Risk Budget

After the break we were arguing again in no time, and two 
more lessons emerged. First, we realized there’s a difference 
between how much financial risk we could afford to take 
(risk capacity) and how much risk we wanted to take (risk at-
titude). Second, we learned that two completely different con-
sequences result when risk-taking goes wrong: financial loss 
and reputational loss. How we weigh these four aspects in the 
balance describes our risk tolerance. We’d never considered 
them explicitly, but our decisions revealed our preferences. 

Rightly or wrongly, we resolved to focus on the financial 
side. The CFO presented the IC with the reporting framework 
he had designed for the board. Crewe then superimposed it 
on the fund’s position on January 1, 2008, and its position on 
January 1, 2009, and we all saw how the P&L for 2008 went so 
spectacularly wrong. This was stuff the business line manag-
ers could sink their teeth into. (“Why didn’t we get this sort of 
thing before?” they demanded. Crewe: “That’s one of the les-
sons we’ve learned. You can see right away how it might have 
helped in the last battle to have had this information month by 
month. It’s obviously a tool you’ll want for the next battle.”)

The CFO then showed the integrated financial state-
ments, which consisted of business lines plus the defined ben-

efit plan, and that, too, was revealing. The CFO and Crewe 
together had prepared some “what ifs,” and the IC devoured 
them and demanded more. One huge and obvious conclusion 
emerged: The amount of risk required to generate the reward 
that controlled costs was too large for the main operations to 
bear. This led to conclusions that a) benefit levels and desired 
costs were incompatible and b) we never want to take that 
much risk again, even if it meant higher contributions.

But the asset-liability simulations had illustrated these 
trade-offs. The risks, however, were bigger than anybody 
anticipated. (This was a general observation by now; we knew 
it wasn’t just our own forecasting model that got everything 
wrong.) And the asset-liability simulations had been pre-
sented to the IC with extreme brevity and with an actuarial 
and investment slant, whereas these new numbers were in a 
language that the business line managers understood inside-
out. The IC would understand this new translation of risk 
impact and really own the asset strategy, and the goal of the 
new asset strategy would be to reduce risk.

Crewe suggested that we consider resolving to reduce 
risk over the long term, but not yet (why lock in the losses?). 
The best approach may be to reduce risk gradually, taking 
risk off the table as the funded ratio rose to specified levels.

When we went to lunch the group was satisfied that it had 
achieved a deeper understanding of the situation, a direction, 
and a monthly report that enabled them to really monitor 
what was happening. (I hate to think how the day would have 
unraveled if we hadn’t made a breakthrough before lunch.)

Crewe promised we’d get into the nitty-gritty, the model-
ing, the numbers, after lunch.

Everyone acknowledged that models are inadequate, 
but in the absence of a crystal ball they’re the best we’ve got. 
(With a crystal ball there’s no such thing as risk anyway.) We 
wrote down the  forms of risk we believed were likely to be 
rewarded, over the long term, simply by taking them, and it 
became part of our investment policy statement. 

Risk Management

A focus on risk management—an investment cornerstone—
also became part of the investment policy. The rewards for 
systematic risk were completely beyond our control (other 
than the relatively small amount we hoped to get from active 
management). All we could do was decide how much risk we 
could tolerate. 

By now we were eager to look at risk measures, but it led 
to disappointment. Crewe and I expected this. Risk measure-
ment systems are expensive. Money managers pay up for 
them because the systems are so helpful, because the manag-
ers are fiduciaries, and because they can afford to. Sponsors 
are fiduciaries too, but they can’t afford risk measurement 
systems. IC members asked, “Can’t we just get the risk 
measures on our own portfolios from our money managers 
and add them up?” No, came the answer. Different managers 

use different systems, and adding them up requires a custom 
interface, which is also very expensive.  

Crewe showed us what “big picture” risk measures look 
like, the sort of strategic risks we had identified earlier: infla-
tion risk, interest rate risk, equity risk, longevity risk. Those 
were fascinating. So too were the stress tests and scenario 
projections. The IC was chomping at the bit. The idea of not 
building a set of bottom-up, holdings-based risk measures to 
complement top-down strategic measures because we didn’t 
have the budget for it was tough for the IC to swallow.

Then the CEO intervened. “You’re right, we really do need 
those measures. Not just for curiosity, but because we need 
tools to run this very important line of business. The new 
reality, that this is a line of business, needs to permeate our 
thinking. The size of the business justifies creating a budget for 
tools of this sort. So let’s take a look at what’s available and at 
what cost.” And so the CFO and I had an assignment to inves-
tigate risk systems, with Crewe to do some legwork for us.

Process

After another break Crewe led us into the final session where 
he planned to focus on process. He introduced this via a 
Harvard Business Review article (Stulz 2009) that listed the 
following six ways that companies mismanage risk: 
1. relying on historical data
2. focusing on narrow measures
3. overlooking knowable risks
4. overlooking concealed risks
5. failing to communicate
6. not managing in real time

Crewe suggested that, with our new insights, we ought 
to be able to identify whether or not our previous processes 
had succumbed to each of these sorts of failure—and whether 
(and how) our new determination would protect us.

We had relied on historical data. And we would again, 
perhaps with better data following the financial crisis. But 
what else is there besides historical data? In the past, however, 
our measures all looked backward; our quarterly reviews 
measured backward-looking performance, backward-looking 
tracking error, and so on. No one ever asked: What are 
forward-looking risk measures? Are they too high? If so, what 
should we do to rein them in? So we knew we’d taken risk, 
and we knew how much, but we never asked how much risk 
still was embedded in the portfolio. 

The CFO’s new integrated financial statements were still 
backward-looking. This just made the CEO’s imaginative 
rationale for investigating forward-looking risk systems more 
significant.

We had focused on narrow measures. Our focus had 
gotten so narrow that we hadn’t even paid attention to the 
one measure (funded ratio) that the IC had deemed most 
important. We could resolve this with a reporting dashboard 
that had the appropriate focus. Surprisingly the IC now 

assumed that the old quarterly reports, with their focus on 
peer-relative performance, were an anachronism.

We had overlooked knowable risks. In spades. The 
new dashboard should report on the continuing extent of all 
the identified strategic risks as well as the targeted bottom-up 
holdings-based risk measures.

We might have overlooked concealed risks. This cat-
egory is like Donald Rumsfeld’s “unknown unknowns.” Being 
aware of the state of the art was the best we could do. 

We had failed to communicate. Oh my, how we’d failed. 
This session was the first real communication within the 
group, and we were making discoveries about our attitudes 
that surprised us. An annual retreat should become part of 
the agenda. And the CEO and the chairman needed to regu-
larly discuss the pension fund, too.

We hadn’t managed in real time. My staff and I re-
solved that if we ever felt that events were moving too rapidly, 
the CFO, Crewe, and I should quickly assess the situation and 
convene an emergency IC conference call if necessary.  

Then the strangest thing happened. A side conversation 
between a business line manager and the human resources (HR) 
chief heated up and attracted everybody’s attention. The HR 
chief complained that too much importance was being placed 
on obviously imperfect tools, and the business line manager (an 
impatient and numerate man) was pooh-poohing the HR chief ’s 
faith in process. The tools-versus-process debate suddenly got 
personal. Others joined in, and the IC split down the middle. 
“Tools are better than process.” “Process is more reliable than 
tools.” “Good process doesn’t guarantee good results.” It was 
like being on a playground. Our new chief psychologist, the 
CEO, halted the row. “You know, it doesn’t have to be one or the 
other,” he said. “We’re fortunate enough to have both.”

And so ended the retreat on a discordant but progressive 
note. 

Conclusion
Where does all of this leave me? With a few things to do and 
a few new concerns (which are preferable to the old ones).
1. Set up an asset allocation session for the IC as soon as 

possible. This group now is ready to own the decision, not 
just rubber-stamp a recommendation.

2. Start investigating risk measurement systems.
3. Understand the CFO’s integrated financial statements 

inside-out.
4. Have Crewe mock-up a reporting dashboard that we can 

take to the CFO, then the CEO.
5. Get Crewe to draft the IC’s belief statements about 

risk for the investment policy statement. These belief 
statements will identify the risks that should lead fairly 
automatically to long-term rewards as well as the risks 
that aren’t expected to bring rewards and should be 
closely managed and/or eliminated. Also active manage-
ment: Why do we think we in particular can add value, 

when the average fund doesn’t? Can we test whether our 
beliefs are defensible? (I’m a bit nervous about this last 
bit, I admit.)

6. With the new mantra that risk control is paramount, should 
my staff and I anticipate possible new ways of measuring our 
contribution? And what does that mean for our remuneration?

7. Despite the fact that we all now are saluting the funded ra-
tio as our dominant measure, I’m uneasy. What’s our GPS 
or benchmark for success? Is there a measure, given that 
we’re really traveling to an unknown destination in an in-
definite time frame? And how do we know if we’re on the 
right path? Time to stop. I’m becoming too philosophical. 
Yet even that great philosopher Yogi Berra hinted at this 
quandary when he said, in his inimitable way, “You’ve got 
to be very careful if you don’t know where you’re going, 
because you might not get there.” Indeed! 

Questions for Study and Discussion
1. For what proportion of companies, do you think, does 

the defined benefit fund constitute a major operating 
division? How big is it for your company? What measures 
would you use to assess its significance? If it isn’t a major 
operating division for you, how would that affect your 
attitude and your decisions?

2. Colossal’s IC didn’t follow up on the fact that supporting 
their benefits called for more risk than the company could 
afford. How would you deal with that situation? What’s 
the appropriate forum for that sort of discussion? Which 
parties would want to be involved in finding a solution? 

3. What kinds of things going wrong would lead to repu-
tational risk? What sorts of actions might guard against 
that risk? How would they interact with actions to control 
financial risk?

4. How would you decide how much of each type of risk is 
acceptable? What part does active management risk play 
in this?

5. How do you think active managers should be compen-
sated? Should measures be risk-adjusted?
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Editor’s note: The first issue of IMCA Case Study Connections, “Mostly Brick”, introduced the fictitious Colossal Pension Fund, 
which had experienced dramatic drops during 2008 resulting in staggering penalties. Seeking to get to the root of how this pension 
fund had failed, Colossal hired Deep as its chief financial officer and he began his role as a change agent by interviewing the 
fund’s consultant. Through his discussions with the consultant and the investment committee, Deep began to delve into Colossal’s 
governance structure, asset allocation, manager performance, reporting, and possible solutions to avoid such losses in the future.  
 The story continues with the newest issue of Case Study Connections entitled “Not Yet a Bonfire.” Colossal has replaced the 
fund’s consultant and, along with Deep, the new consultant seeks to identify what went awry in 2008 and thus change Colossal’s 
course moving forward.
   IMCA’s Case Study Connections is a bi-annual publication created to generate thought-provoking discussion among IMCA 
members and is released via IMCA’s LinkedIn community. If you are an IMCA member, you may download the most recent issue 
of Case Study Connections, “Not Yet a Bonfire”, by logging into this online community at www.linkedin.com/e/gis/1620107.

Well, I’m surprised. Pleasantly surprised. We’re making 
progress. I mentioned earlier that the governance house of Co-
lossal’s pension fund seemed to be mostly brick, but evidently 
contained enough straw for it to be blown away by the big bad 
wolf of 2008. We’ve located some of the straw—and lit it. It’s 
not yet a bonfire, and we’ve replaced some with brick. That’s 
satisfying.
 And as I guessed, the process has not been straightforward.
One big change proved to be less troublesome than all of us 
anticipated.

New Consultant

W e quickly replaced Ms. Goode and her firm as con-
sultants. Now we have Rob Crewe, the assigned 
consultant from another big-name consulting 

firm, supported by a team of SMEs (subject matter experts; 
they speak in acronyms). It remains to be seen how much 
we’ll see of the SMEs, but together they made a pretty picture 
and spoke well and reassuringly at a presentation to our in-
vestment committee (IC). That, along with their good fortune 
that a market recovery had relieved some of the IC’s anxieties, 
got them hired.

No, I’m being cynical. Crewe did his homework and 
showed that he understood our plan, why we were angry, and 
the issues that were worrying and scaring us. Yes, the IC felt, 
we can already feel the comfort that he brings. But I’m glad to 
say that he brings more than just good chemistry. He brings 
some substance, too.

Governance Structure and Organization

Our chief executive officer (CEO) has stepped up to the 
plate as never before. He hadn’t taken his role as the IC chair 
very seriously. Yes, he was the chair, but he pretty much let 
the chief financial officer (CFO) lead the way. Evidently the 
chairman of the board’s rant at the special board meeting got 
to him. He then took command in an understated but no-
nonsense way.

He talked with the chairman first, displaying a previously 
unseen flair for psychology. He never even mentioned the 
rant. He simply thanked the chairman for opening his eyes 
to the fact that the pension fund was in effect (like it or not) 
a dominant line of business for Colossal and should be run 
as such. He promised a plan of action that would treat it as a 
business, would reduce the risk exposure, and would be re-
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Editor’s note: The first issue of IMCA Case Study Connections, “Mostly Brick”, introduced the fictitious Colossal Pension Fund, 
which had experienced dramatic drops during 2008 resulting in staggering penalties. Seeking to get to the root of how this pension 
fund had failed, Colossal hired Deep as its chief financial officer and he began his role as a change agent by interviewing the 
fund’s consultant. Through his discussions with the consultant and the investment committee, Deep began to delve into Colossal’s 
governance structure, asset allocation, manager performance, reporting, and possible solutions to avoid such losses in the future.  
 The story continues with the newest issue of Case Study Connections entitled “Not Yet a Bonfire.” Colossal has replaced the 
fund’s consultant and, along with Deep, the new consultant seeks to identify what went awry in 2008 and thus change Colossal’s 
course moving forward.
   IMCA’s Case Study Connections is a bi-annual publication created to generate thought-provoking discussion among IMCA 
members and is released via IMCA’s LinkedIn community. If you are an IMCA member, you may download the most recent issue 
of Case Study Connections, “Not Yet a Bonfire”, by logging into this online community at www.linkedin.com/e/gis/1620107.

Well, I’m surprised. Pleasantly surprised. We’re making 
progress. I mentioned earlier that the governance house of Co-
lossal’s pension fund seemed to be mostly brick, but evidently 
contained enough straw for it to be blown away by the big bad 
wolf of 2008. We’ve located some of the straw—and lit it. It’s 
not yet a bonfire, and we’ve replaced some with brick. That’s 
satisfying.
 And as I guessed, the process has not been straightforward.
One big change proved to be less troublesome than all of us 
anticipated.

New Consultant

W e quickly replaced Ms. Goode and her firm as con-
sultants. Now we have Rob Crewe, the assigned 
consultant from another big-name consulting 

firm, supported by a team of SMEs (subject matter experts; 
they speak in acronyms). It remains to be seen how much 
we’ll see of the SMEs, but together they made a pretty picture 
and spoke well and reassuringly at a presentation to our in-
vestment committee (IC). That, along with their good fortune 
that a market recovery had relieved some of the IC’s anxieties, 
got them hired.

No, I’m being cynical. Crewe did his homework and 
showed that he understood our plan, why we were angry, and 
the issues that were worrying and scaring us. Yes, the IC felt, 
we can already feel the comfort that he brings. But I’m glad to 
say that he brings more than just good chemistry. He brings 
some substance, too.

Governance Structure and Organization

Our chief executive officer (CEO) has stepped up to the 
plate as never before. He hadn’t taken his role as the IC chair 
very seriously. Yes, he was the chair, but he pretty much let 
the chief financial officer (CFO) lead the way. Evidently the 
chairman of the board’s rant at the special board meeting got 
to him. He then took command in an understated but no-
nonsense way.

He talked with the chairman first, displaying a previously 
unseen flair for psychology. He never even mentioned the 
rant. He simply thanked the chairman for opening his eyes 
to the fact that the pension fund was in effect (like it or not) 
a dominant line of business for Colossal and should be run 
as such. He promised a plan of action that would treat it as a 
business, would reduce the risk exposure, and would be re-
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Disclaimer: The case study presented here is hypothetical in 
nature and is not representative of any actual organization. It 
is presented for discussion purposes only.

Nothing contained in this material is intended to 
constitute legal, tax, securities, or investment advice, nor an 
opinion regarding the appropriateness of any investment, nor 
a solicitation of any type. The general information contained 
in this publication should not be acted upon without obtain-

ing specific legal, tax, and investment advice from a licensed 
professional.

Please remember that all investments carry some level of 
risk, including the potential loss of principal invested. They do 
not typically grow at an even rate of return and may experi-
ence negative growth. As with any type of portfolio structuring, 
attempting to reduce risk and increase return could, at certain 
times, unintentionally reduce returns.

Russell Investment Group, a Washington USA corpo-
ration, operates through subsidiaries worldwide, including 
Russell Investments, and is a subsidiary of The Northwestern 
Mutual Life Insurance Company.
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